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Small and Local businesses are discovering the advantages of having a 

Facebook fan page and are beginning to learn the secrets to attracting new 

customers and website visitors with simple tricks that are classified as 

affordable and easy. With some effort, your great plan or product can be 

become a fan favorite on Facebook! We often hear the old adage, It’s an 

amazingly small world when coincidences occur or common acquaintances 

are discovered. 

With the growing rise in popularity of Facebook, the entire world seems even

smaller in recent times, simply because this popular social network connects

people around the world, building a global community of shared connections

and interests  that  knows  no cultural  boundary.  Facebook  allows  users  to

connect not just with old friends, however with people all over the world who

share their interests and passions on fan pages created for them. These fan

pages are fundamental to Facebook’s popularity and incorporating one into

your marketing plan might just be your ticket to success. 

With just a few clicks of the mouse, you  can create a Facebook fan page to

advertise your product, interest or passion. Without any effort or expense by

you, Facebook’s search feature will yield your fan page as being a search

outcome and those who share your interest will soon find you. To help get

more website visitors to your fan page without any cost, you can spread the

concept  about  your  latest  page  to  all  your  current  client  database  and

Facebook connections. 

Considering that the average Facebook user has 130 friends, there exists

nearly endless potential for attracting new individuals to your page simply by

reaching over to those you already know and asking them to assist you in
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making connections. Naturally, you also will want to be sure to promote your

fan page on your website, and vice versa. Proven Benefits of Facebook Fan

Pages: 1. Attract more traffic to your site through fan page links- People who

find you on Facebook will probably be interested enough into your product or

service to click on a link that will take them directly to your website. 2. 

Effortless  income  potential-  Through  Facebook’s  innovative  advertising

options, you can make an income by targeting certain demographics and

like-minded potential customers for a very low cost. 3. Easier search engine

optimization- A Facebook fan page does more than heighten your exposure

within a social network; a fan page raises the odds of your name being found

quicker on search engines, likeGoogle. 4. Increased customerloyalty- Current

customers  who follow your  Facebook  fan page will  develop an individual

connection to your product or service, particularly if you are diligent about

feedback and responses with their posts. 

Fan pages offer fans chances to post pictures, provide product reviews and

with loyal fans to post feedback and comments that may possibly attract

others and provide you with priceless insight into the wants and also needs

of your projected audience. 5. Get to know your customers- With Facebook’s

detailed analytics, you will get entry to valuable specifics about people who

follow your fan page, such as their gender, age and also place. Gaining a

more rewarding knowledge of the demographics of your respective group of

followers  can  help  you  more  effectively  reach  particular  people  with

targeted, customizable advertising. 

Facebook is fast becoming the most popular element that links people from

around  the  world.  As  friends  connect  on  Facebook,  they  naturally  share
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information about products and services they normally use and love. That is

where  a  Facebook  fan  page  and  its  great  potential  for  business  owners

enters into play. Increasing your global exposure with a fan page for your

product or service provides a simple means for people to hook up with you

and tell their friends about you. 

The great thing about a Facebook fan page is the benefits that are available

to even the smallest business and it also takes simply passion and purpose

to attract fans and initiate to reap all of the benefits Facebook fan pages

have to offer. Business owners worldwide depend on Facebook experts for a

bunch  of  their  Facebook  fan  page  needs,  from  Facebook  marketing

suggestions to information about how to monetize Facebook. Visit us online

or call us at 206. 350. 3504 to learn more about the proven advantages of

Facebook fan pages and how to use them to get results for your business. 

Facebook  Business  Basics  (Lesson 1):  Facebook  Status  Updates  and How

They Work So That You Can Better Understand How to Use Them to Your

Advantage October 19, 2011 by Lisa Santos · Leave a Comment 1 Welcome

to the first lesson in the Facebook Business Basics Crash Course. Over the

next few weekly  posts you will  receive several  lessons that will  help you

learn a few basic ways that you can build your business and increase your

profits with Facebook . In this first lesson let’s talk a little about Facebook

status updates and how they work so that you can better understand how to

use Facebook to your advantage. 

Because there are so many social network terms out there, let’s start this

lesson  by  distinguishing  early  on  what  a  Facebook  status  actually  is.  A

Facebook status is a post that appears for your contacts to read. Whereas
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before,  Facebook statuses were immediately broadcast for everyone, now

there are plenty of privacy settings to protect the person by letting them

choose who can actually read their messages. You can also interact through

your Facebook status. Friends and other contacts are allowed to comment on

the Facebook status or simply Like the status. Recently, Facebook has added

a tagging feature to Facebook statuses. 

Put @ in the beginning and you are allowed to tag as many as 6 people in a

post. Friends and contacts that are tagged will be notified in the same way

that  they are also notified when somebody else or  the status owner has

replied a status he  commented on. How are Facebook statuses important for

professionals,  you  may  ask?  Well,  Facebook  statuses  are  what  many

consider  as  the  very  essence  of  Facebook.  Here,  customers,  potential

customers and other interested parties can interact on a particular piece of

information  in  a  casual  manner  that  is  way  more  convenient  and

conversational than email or even Twitter actually will. 

With Facebook statuses also, almost everyone can join in the conversation

(that is if you want them to) which makes for a casual promotion of your

product, service or company. The Facebook status is a powerful part of using

Facebook for your business. The number of Likes and comments for every

Facebook status will help your page climb up in its search engine position.

Facebook  statuses  can  also  help  you  with  branding  efforts.  For  your

Facebook marketing to be successful it is important that you monitor your

page carefully, that you keep your status posts enthusiastic and professional

at the same time. 
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While it’s tempting to place something instantly catching, hilarious or even

shocking, you need to ask yourself first whether this will help the business

reputation in the long run or will it just server as temporary entertainment? It

is  important  to optimize  Facebook  statuses in  order  to make them more

searchable for potential customers. A good feature to use is Facebook status

tagging. What makes this so advantageous for business owners is that when

you tag affiliated companies in the post, it will also appear on their page.

Therefore exposing your company to customers who may be looking at a

related site. 

You can also do this  with community  pages.  When you tag a community

page, you will gain access to millions of potential customers who may have

the same interests as your business. While it’s important to organize your

Facebook status updates, it isn’t recommended that you leave all the work to

organizing sites like Hootsuite. Checking through a Profile or Fan Page that

are  dominated  by  RSS  Feeds  is  a  turnoff  for  most  potential  customers.

Clients  want  to  feel  like  they’re  interacting  with  a  real  person  in  the

company, so be mindful of interaction. 

I  hope you found lesson one informative  and that  you now have a good

understanding of  how Facebook statuses work to your advantage.  In  this

lesson we are going to talk about how you can use Facebook to attract new

customers. Some business owners ask, why is it important to establish online

presence throughsocial networkingsites particularly Facebook even when if

you already have an official  website?  Simple,  because Facebook  is  more

accessible and to most, more user-friendly than any traditional website will

ever be. 
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It gives a sense of friendliness to business that puts prospects at ease and

lends a sense of credibility to businesses who have no website to speak of.

Aside from this, a Facebook page allows a business to be more interactive

with present and potential customers, getting their feedback for everything

from product reviews to testimonials. While it may seem scary because you

can be given both positive and negative feedback, businesses should not be

afraid because with Facebook it can be easily moderated. If you have a mind

to you can retain the best feedback and hide the rest. 

This  way,  most  potential  customers  will  be  able  to  read  the  positive

testimonials  of  previous  customers.  Such  feedback  adds  a  touch  of

authenticity to your business, and can entice the potential customer reading

it. Furthermore, customers who are tired of traditional online marketing such

as email, newsletters and online ads will look to the Facebook page to have

their questions answered. Having a Facebook page will give your business

access to over 500 Million users without even having to buy e-mail addresses

like what traditional email marketing resort to. 

Interaction isn’t limited to Facebook updates and wall posts though. You can

also use Apps to provide photos, notes and videos. When using a Fanpage

which  is  the  recommended  page  for  businesses  (instead  of  the  more

personal profile page), you can change the posting ability of fans which allow

them to  post  photos,  videos  and  links  to  the  page.  This  way,  potential

customers  will  be  able  to  see  how  other  customers  use  the  product  or

service. Again, this can engage the community to be more interactive as was

successfully executed by the Pampers’ Facebook Fanpage. 
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Other companies like Ben & Jerry’s go as far as polling customers. This gives

customers a sense of power with regards to their products, which in turn will

give them a sense of ownership and acceptance. Facebook is also a great

tool to gain audience to promos, special prices and discounts as in the case

of the company rushIMPRINT, who use their page to feature their products

for sale. The site easily leads back to their official website as well as their toll

free  number.  Some  even  use  Facebook  to  give  exclusive  deals  to  their

customers. This is a good way to gauge the effectively of your page. 

Various incentives can be given exclusively to Facebook users which aren’t

accessible by those who follow you through e-mail, Twitter or your official

website.  Other  companies  such  as  Baskin  Robbins  develop  and  use  a

Facebook  application  to  make their  Facebook  page more  interactive  and

enticing  to  customers.  Through  their  account,  they’re  giving  out  a  very

enticing  deal,  a  Buy  One,  get  one  promo that  most  enthusiasts  will  not

surpass. Facebook is an easy tool to master and can add just the right sense

of fun, differentiating you and your business from the rest in the market.

That’s it for today’s lesson. 

In your next lesson we will be talking about how to use Facebook to advertise

your business without spamming. Facebook Business Basics (Lesson 3): How

You  Can  Use  Facebook  to  Advertise  Your  Business  Without  Spamming

November 18, 2011 by Lisa Santos · Leave a Comment 0 It’s time for your

third lesson in the Facebook Business Basics Crash Course. Today let’s talk

about  how  you  can  use  Facebook  to  advertise  your  business  without

spamming. Using Facebook as the means for free advertising is probably one
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of  the  wisest  moves  any  business  person  can  make  in  this  competitive

marketing age. 

As we have been discussing Facebook offers plenty of opportunities for the

business owners to launch develop and grow through its influential social

network. Through Facebook, you can actually choose who to target just as

easily as a paid system such as Google Ads does. Through Facebook, you

can  choose  the  location,  interests,  relationship  status,  gender,  age  and

location  of  your  target  market.  What  a  convenient  way  to  start  your

marketing strategy online! The best part is that it can actually be free if you

want  it  to  be.  Facebook  gives  you  the  option  of  running  free  or  paid

promotions. 

The paid aspect is through Facebook’s formal ads. Now, how do you run free

promotions? Why, through your personal network, of course, or through your

fan page. If you’re launching a product, service or brand, it is recommended

to  have  a  formal  fan  page.  Nevertheless,  personal  connections  such  as

friends, friends of friends, acquaintances and relatives will  help greatly in

building your business social network.  Wall  updates, photos,  notes,  group

discussions and basically any other posts will  help the product or service

stay top-of-mind. 

As I mentioned in your last lesson, prospective customers want companies to

have enthusiastic and informative updates. Tip: Don’t make the mistake of

barraging your customers or potential customers with too many Facebook

updates at one time, or worse, continuously flood their Facebook walls with

the same message placed several times. Spamming is annoying no matter

who does it, so take care that you avoid doing that to your friends and fans.
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The  best  way  to  avoid  spamming  others,  however  intentional  or

unintentional, is to choose your target market well. 

Nobody wants to receive a wall post that is a generic message of a product

they’re not even interested in. You can control who sees your message by

researching the person’s  likes or dislikes which may be apparent in their

profile page or  you may also ask from a personal  contact.  You can even

check out organizations or groups that they are affiliated with online which

are related to your business or industry. Another way to place a wall post in

that isn’t tantamount to spamming is to place it like a personal message.

The less generic the message is,  the better. 

In my post today, I’m going to cover 5 ways you can wake up your fans and

get  them  interacting  on  your  fan  page.  Here  we  go…  The  first  way  is

by interacting on other fan pages. Why is this important? Because you want

to build credibility on Facebook and in order to do that you need to be an

active  participant  on  other  fan  pages  related  to  your  niche  or  business.

Simply get involved in serious discussions, post useful bits of information, or

even  show  your  support  for  the  page  and  people  will  reciprocate  by

participating more on your fan page. 

The second way is through interactive type Apps. There are numerous apps

on  Facebook  that  are  helpful  in  building  up  your  fan  page  activitiy.  An

example of one is the “ Fan of the Week” app which actually keeps track of

your fans’ participation and acknowleges your top fan of each week. People

love being recognized and this app will surely encourage your fans to keep

hanging out on your fan page more often. The third way is very simple. Be
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GENUINE! Make yourcommunicationhuman and not like a robot. Be yourself.

Interact on a personal level with your fans and they will respond. 

The fourth way is through Fan Page partnerships. Get with other fan page

owners  and promote each other’s  fan pages.  You can promote other  fan

pages by sharing their pictures and posts, and by linking to their pages from

your own page. And finally, another way, is by having a contest. Create a

contest of some sort and provide your fans with a chance to win a prize,

based on their participation. You can set it up any way you like. It can be

anything like aphotocontest or answering a silly question and then advertise

the prize and the deadline date. 
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